2014 MSIR Comprehensive Examination Preparation

The Master of Science in International Relations (MSIR) comprehensive examination is administered at the end of the program in order to assess the student’s mastery of the subject matter, analytical ability, and writing skill. Examinees must demonstrate the ability to integrate and synthesize information learned from their classes and present such in well-organized, well-written essays. This includes presentation of the principles and theories of International Relations with reference to leading scholars and authors.

Examination questions are developed by the MSIR faculty and approved by the Department Chair. The exam consists of four sections and lasts for a total of six hours. Sections I and II (three hours) are done in the morning; Sections III and IV (three hours) are completed after an hour break for lunch. The exam requires a human proctor – a Remote Proctor cannot be used. When completed, the exam is graded by two full-time MSIR faculty or select MSIR adjunct faculty on a pass/fail basis. Each section is graded separately. If both graders pass a section, the examinee is deemed to have passed that section; if both graders fail a section, the examinee is deemed to have failed that section and will have to re-take that section of the exam. If the graders disagree on a section, a third grader will break the tie. Thus, an examinee might pass two sections and fail two sections, requiring that he/she re-take the two failed sections and pass them within one year. To take comprehensive exam sections beyond one year from the original attempt requires a waiver from the office of the Graduate Dean.

Students Who Began MSIR Program Prior to August 2013

In August 2014, the Department decided to slightly change the names of sections I, II and III (please see below). The title of section IV is unchanged. However, the questions/content are equivalent to prior versions of the exam (before August 2014). For instance, if a is retaking sections from a previous term/semester exam attempt, he/she can expect the same types of questions that he/she previously prepared for. The Department has not changed its general content expectations for any section for those students. However, the Department has added some additional detail to the section study guide descriptions in this document to help students better prepare for the exam.

The four sections of the exam for those who started their program prior to August 2013 are:

I. Principles and Theories of International Relations (previous name: Principles of International Relations)
II. International Political Economy and Development (previous name: Developing Countries/Regional Affairs)
III. Security (previous name: National Security)
IV. Instruments of International Relations (no name change)
**Students Who Began MSIR Program in August 2013 or Later**

Students who started their MSIR Program in **August 2013 or later (T1/13 or FA/13)**, will take a **new version** of the exam in which section IV. **Instruments of International Relations** has been changed to **Methods in International Relations**. Supplementary reading for the new methods section are included at the end of this study guide. This new section was added to reflect curricular changes made by the Department during AY 2012-13 that place more emphasis on enhancing student understanding/use of current political science research methodologies. **Content/questions for sections I, II and III remain unchanged.**

The four sections of the exam for those who **started their program in August 2013** or later:

I. Principles and Theories of International Relations (previous name: Principles of International Relations)

II. International Political Economy and Development (previous name: Developing countries/Regional Affairs)

III. Security (previous name: National Security)

IV. Methods in International Relations

**Guidance for All Students**

For all versions of the exam, each section contains two questions. The examinee will choose one of the two questions in each section for a total of four essays. Questions are deliberately written in a broad manner to allow the examinee to demonstrate his or her overall knowledge of the International Relations discipline. The essays must demonstrate scholastic knowledge; that is, the essays must reflect more than simply a knowledge of current events.

There are no single correct answers for these questions. However, there are a number of common problems that may result in an essay being judged unsatisfactory. Among these are:

1. **Failure to address the question asked**: Examinees should read the questions carefully and respond to the specific question asked. An otherwise strong essay that does not address the question asked will not pass.

2. **Failure to cite to theories and theorists**: Examinees should be sure to draft their essays as academic essays with appropriate references. Theorists’ ideas should be integrated into the answer. Simply mentioning names in a single sentence is insufficient.

3. **Lack of analytical development**: Examinees should be able to do more than memorize specific facts. Rather, they should be able to apply ideas to different situations, demonstrating their mastery of the concepts. Illustrative examples are a good tool for demonstrating analytical skills.

4. **Undue brevity**: Answers that are otherwise correct may still be judged unsatisfactory due to brevity. While there is no minimum requirement of pages, exam questions cannot generally be satisfactorily answered in one page answers. Conversely, repetitive essays or those containing a large volume of extraneous material in order to lengthen the answer will also be penalized.
5. **Subjective answers:** Examiners are not looking for subjective partisan political opinions. Even if a question asks for the examinee’s opinion, the examinee should objectively discuss the various schools of thought regarding the issue, citing as appropriate, before concluding by providing his or her opinion backed by evidence and/or logic.

6. **Lack of subject matter knowledge:** An essay that reveals a lack of basic subject matter knowledge will be judged unsatisfactory. Accordingly, examinees should carefully consider which questions they choose to answer in each section.

The core courses are of vital importance for the comprehensive exam. When preparing to take the comprehensive exam, students should review the readings from IR5551: Survey of IR; IR6652: Theory & Ideology of IR; IR6620: International Political Economy; and IR6601: Research Methods in IR.

For **Section I: Principles and Theories of International Relations**, students should have a strong understanding of the basic principles and theories of IR, including an ability to cite relevant IR scholars. A solid base for Section I would include familiarity with the work of Thucydides (classical realism), Machiavelli (classical realism), Thomas Hobbes (classical realism), Hugo Grotius (international law), Immanuel Kant (classical liberalism; democratic peace), John Locke (liberal ideology), Woodrow Wilson (idealism and liberalism), E.H. Carr and Hans Morgenthau (classical realism), John Herz (security dilemma), Morton Kaplan (balance of power), Hedley Bull (international society), Graham Allison (foreign policy making; crisis decision making), Kenneth Waltz (structural realism - defensive), Robert Gilpin (hegemonic stability theory), Inis Claude (collective security), John Mearsheimer (structural realism – offensive), Stephen Walt (balance of threat), Joseph Nye (soft power, interdependence), Robert Keohane (neoliberal institutionalism), Michael Doyle (liberalism), Charles Kegley (neoliberalism), John Ruggie (multilateralism), Peter Katzenstein (culture theory), Alexander Wendt (constructivism), Stephen Krasner (regime theory; sovereignty; statist theory), Robert Putnam and Bruce Bueno de Mesquita (two-level games and domestic influences on international relations), and John Ikenberry (institutions).

**Section II: International Political Economy and Development** includes a strong international political economy component as well as questions geared toward instruments of IR such as international law and international organizations. It also includes examination of dilemmas of development in the developing world such as weak governance, economic inequality, civil conflict and aid/trade dependency. Important theorists of note for this section include, among others, Adam Smith (free market), David Hume (private property), David Ricardo (comparative advantage), Alexander Hamilton and Friedrich List (economic nationalism; protectionism), Karl Marx (socialism and communism), V.I. Lenin (Marxism-Leninism), Herbert Spencer (anti-statism), John Maynard Keynes (Keynesian economics), Friedrich Hayek (libertarianism), Immanuel Wallerstein (world-systems approach), Andre Gunder Frank, Theotonio Dos Santos and Fernando Henrique Cardoso (dependency theory), Hernando De Soto (property rights), Chalmers Johnson and Alice Amsden (statist theory), Robert Gilpin (state-centric realism), Jeffrey Frieden (global finance/monetary policy), David Harvey (neo-Marxism), Geoffrey Garrett (globalization), Dani Rodrik (globalization/development), Amartya Sen (development),...
Paul Kennedy (rise/fall of great powers), and Joseph Stiglitz (international financial institutions). Beyond theorists, understanding of the role of institutions and organizations including actors in the Bretton Woods system, regional economic groups, regional integration, and various non-governmental organizations, is necessary. To provide illustrative examples demonstrating analytic ability, students should keep up to date on current economic events and the dynamism within the international economy.

**Section III: Security** takes a broad perspective on security to include issues beyond traditional military security. Economic, environmental, and human security issues may be included in this section. While there is no core “national security” course, almost all of the classes in the program will bear on security to some degree. Elective courses such as IR6635: National Security Policy, IR6685: Terrorism and Political Violence, IR6660: Military Strategy in IR, IR6655: International Conflict Management, and IR6602: Geостrategic Studies are of direct relevance. However, given the centrality of security affairs to IR theory, students will be exposed to security studies throughout the MSIR program. While the specific scholars students will be exposed to depends on their class selections, perhaps scholars that should be familiar to all are Carl von Clausewitz (war and the state), Barry Buzan (constructivism; securitization), J. Ann Tickner (feminist security), Thomas Schelling (bargaining theory), Kenneth Waltz and John Mearsheimer (neorealism/nuclear optimism), Scott Sagan (neorealism/nuclear pessimism), James Rinehart, Walter Laqueur, Bruce Hoffman, Martha Crenshaw, Robert Pape, and Bernard Lewis (terrorism and political violence), Thomas Ricks (military organizations), James Fearon (rationalist explanations of conflict), Virginia Page Fortna (peacekeeping), Bruce Bueno de Mesquita (domestic influences on conflict), Jacob Bercovitch and Barbara Walter (conflict resolution/negotiation) and Roland Paris (human security/post-conflict development). As with Section II, students are well advised to maintain currency with international events in order to provide illustrative examples in their essays.

**Section IV: Instruments of International Relations (for those who started their MSIR Program prior to August 2013)** includes examination of international law, international organizations, regimes, global governance, non-governmental organizations, the E.U. and United Nations systems, diplomacy, and related issues. All core courses cover international institutions at some level. IR5552: International Law, and IR6610: International Organizations, are also relevant to this section. Notable authors include: Robert Axelrod (game theory), Michael Doyle (peacekeeping), Charles Kindleberger (hegemonic stability theory), Joseph Greico (realist critique of neo-liberal institutionalism), Peter Haas (epistemic communities), Kenneth Waltz (neorealism), Hugo Grotius (international law), Michael Walzer (just war theory), Andrew Hasenclever (regime theory), Oona Hathaway (international law and human rights), Thomas Homer-Dixon (environmental security), Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink (transnational NGOs), Robert Keohane (neo-liberal institutionalism), Stephen Krasner (regime theory), John Ruggie (multilateralism), John Mearsheimer (neorealism), James Rosenau (globalization theory), Joseph Stiglitz (globalization), Paul Wapner (global civil society), Oran Young (regime theory and environmental governance).
Additional research might be useful, such as surveying the websites of significant intergovernmental organizations [IGOs – such as the World Trade Organization (WTO), World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF), and United Nations] and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs – such as the Red Cross, Amnesty International, and Greenpeace) and looking into international law issues on the websites of organizations such as the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and the International Criminal Court (ICC). This section (and others) can include “world” issues such as environmental and health concerns and their effect on international relations.

Section IV: Research Methods (for those who started their MSIR Program in August 2013 or later) focuses on methodological tools and practices used in the study of IR. Students should be familiar with the dominant positivist tradition in IR, including an understanding of the role of scientific method, theories and hypothesis testing, the distinction between descriptive and explanatory research, advantages and disadvantages of qualitative vs. quantitative methodology, inferential statistics, and how to develop and implement an appropriate research design for different types of research questions. Individual questions will focus on the basic properties of case study, large-n research, and even game theory. The questions assume that students are familiar with each approach and can identify their properties as well as their relative strengths and weaknesses. Other possible subjects include large-n vs small-n, case selection, inference and causality, measurement, bias, regression, and cross tabs. Moreover, students should be able to distinguish normative work from objective empirical work. See the methods supplement at the end of this document.

Other Factors to Consider
In each section, writing skills are important. Correct spelling, grammar, punctuation, and organization will be considered in grading, as will the general coherence of the essay. Essays should be formal academic presentations with a clear introduction, a logically-organized body, and a conclusion. With this in mind, it is highly recommended that examinees consider how they wish to organize the essay before they start writing. Sketching a short outline noting the key points is often a wise investment of time. This will help ensure that the answer tracks the question asked, as well as establishing a logical structure to the essay.

This is a closed book examination, so references to scholars and specific works should be integrated into the essay in an informal way. That is, graders will not be looking for formal properly formatted citations in the form of footnotes or endnotes.

To succeed on the comprehensive exam, students should begin preparing early. Students should not expect that the exam is a formality. Reviewing readings and notes from classes should be the best preparation. One tool that works for some students is to gather all class notes and compile a master IR outline. The value of this is in actively processing the material in order to determine how it all fits together. Rather than simple re-reading, this requires that thought be given to organization. Thus, it is the process rather than the final product that is of greatest value. Of course, if done well, the final product does serve as a study guide to consult. Some students find study groups to be of value. Accordingly, they might find out if other students preparing for the exam are interested in developing a study group. For non-Troy sites, site coordinators might be
of use in assisting with this. Finally, students should feel free to consult with their professors if questions arise while preparing for the exam. Most faculty will be happy to help.

**International Relations Reading list (7/14 version)**

This reading list comprises a representative (though certainly not all inclusive) collection of writings from all of the major subfields discussed in the above discussion. It includes a collection of both seminal works written by major thinkers in the field (ex. Waltz, Smith, Morgenthau and Wendt) as well as texts that compare and contrast contending theories in international relations/comparative politics (ex. Baldwin, Donnelly and Nye and Welch). We have included both abbreviated and annotated versions of the bibliography. The annotated version includes identifying keywords and links to books/articles. JSTOR was used to source all articles. You actually need to log into JSTOR via the Troy library database before you can access the articles. Links to “Google Books” excerpts are also provided. We are not advertising this service. It just happens to be the most complete resource for obtaining free book excerpts. To search this bibliography for specific themes, click the ‘edit’ tab in Adobe Reader, pick ‘find’ from the list and type in your search words/phrases. For instance, if you are interested in finding books/articles that in some way relate to international political economy, type the phrase into the dialogue box and then look over the phrase hits until you find a reading that you may be interested in reviewing. You may also want to construct your own bibliography and write your own annotations. Endnote and RefCite are two bibliography software platforms you might want to take a look at. If you have suggestions about additional books/articles that you have found useful and should be added to this bibliography, please send your ideas to Dr. Jonathan Harrington at jhharrington@troy.edu. Happy reading!

**Note:** This reading list was compiled by Drs. Joel Campbell, Doug Davis, Jonathan Harrington, Cliff Sherrill, Steven Taylor, Charles Krupnick, Jamie Todhunter, Justin Leach and Michael Fiedler.

**Short Version**


Bennett, Andrew, and Colin Elman. 2007. “Case Study Methods in the International Relations Subfield.” Comparative Political Studies February 2007 vol. 40 no. 2 170-195


Morgan, David. 2013 *Integrating Qualitative and Quantitative Methods: A Pragmatic Approach* Sage/CQ Press.


Long Version with Annotations and Links

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 154
Author: B. Anderson
Year: 2006
Title: Imagined Communities:
Place Published: London
Publisher: Verso Books
Short Title: Imagined Communities:
Keywords: nationalism constructivism Socialism China Vietnam
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=nQ9jXXJV-
vgC&printsec=frontcover&q=imagined+communities+benedict+anderson&hl=en&sa=X
&ei=NUAhUaaafGlaE8QTI0oGoDA&ved=0CDAQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=imagined%20
communities%20benedict%20anderson&f=false

Reference Type: Journal Article
Record Number: 9
Author: R. K. Ashley
Year: 1984
Title: The Poverty of Neorealism
Journal: International Organization
Volume: 38
Issue: 2
Pages: 225-286
Short Title: The Poverty of Neorealism
ISSN: 00208183
Keywords: neorealism neoliberalism critical approaches radical theory
URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2706440

Reference Type: Journal Article
Record Number: 7
Author: R. Axelrod
Year: 1981
Title: The Emergence of Cooperation among Egoists
Journal: The American Political Science Review
Volume: 75
Issue: 2
Pages: 306-318
Short Title: The Emergence of Cooperation among Egoists
ISSN: 00030554
Keywords: international relations theory prisoners dilemma game theory
Abstract: This article investigates the conditions under which cooperation will emerge in a world of egoists without central authority. This problem plays an important role in such diverse fields
as political philosophy, international politics, and economic and social exchange. The problem is
formalized as an iterated Prisoner's Dilemma with pairwise interaction among a population of
individuals. Results from three approaches are reported: the tournament approach, the ecological
approach, and the evolutionary approach. The evolutionary approach is the most general since all
possible strategies can be taken into account. A series of theorems is presented which show: (1)
the conditions under which no strategy can do any better than the population average if the others
are using the reciprocal cooperation strategy of TIT FOR TAT, (2) the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a strategy to be collectively stable, and (3) how cooperation can emerge from a
small cluster of discriminating individuals even when everyone else is using a strategy of
unconditional defection.
URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/1961366

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 35
Author: R. Axelrod
Year: 2006
Title: The Evolution of Cooperation
Place Published: New York
Publisher: Basic Books
Edition: 2nd
Short Title: The Evolution of Cooperation
Original Publication: 1984
Keywords: international relations theory prisoners dilemma game theory
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=KFf2HXzVO58C&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+evolution+of+cooperation+axelrod&source=bl&ots=9hTDcwW_Lf&sig=pdQA1qI4iBtO9Qwr5wJEZL522ol&hl=en&sa=X&ei=eoUMULrlJMjaqgHhmNJACq&sqi=2&ved=0CDAQ6AEwA
A#v=onepage&q=the%20evolution%20of%20cooperation%20axelrod&f=false

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 37
Author: D. Baldwin
Year: 1993
Title: Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Contemporary Debate
Series Editor: D. Baldwin
Place Published: New York
Publisher: Columbia University Press
Short Title: Neorealism and Neoliberalism: The Contemporary Debate
Keywords: neorealism neoliberalism international relations theory
Short Title: The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics
Original Publication: 1977
Keywords: realism social movements international relations theory globalization state system sovereignty anarchy
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=y8LNihGe4S4C&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+anarchical+society+bull&source=bl&ots=-RGQxAHDcc&sig=IrJ0LY75oRsZXyuA989SZKn4Atk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=qYcMUL2OLsG LrqG5wcywCg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=the%20anarchical%20society%20bull&f=false

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 115
Author: F. Cardoso and E. Faletto
Year: 1979
Title: Dependency and Development in Latin America
Place Published: Berkeley
Publisher: University of California Press
Short Title: Dependency and Development in Latin America
Keywords: comparative politics democratization dependency theory modernization theory Latin America
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=NNl8I8Qj7mYC&printsec=frontcover&dq=dependency+and+development+in+latin+america&hl=en&sa=X&ei=kMgeUcCnJamH0QG68IHoAw&ved=0CDAQ6AEwAA

Reference Type: Journal Article
Record Number: 28
Author: G. Chiozza
Year: 2002
Title: Is There a Clash of Civilizations? Evidence from Patterns of International Conflict Involvement, 1946-97
Journal: Journal of Peace Research
Volume: 39
Issue: 6
Pages: 711-734
Short Title: Is There a Clash of Civilizations? Evidence from Patterns of International Conflict Involvement, 1946-97
ISSN: 00223433
Keywords: clash of civilizations international relations theory military conflict Huntington
Abstract: This article offers an empirical test of Huntington’s thesis in “The Clash of Civilizations.” Huntington argues that states belonging to different civilizations will have a higher propensity to be involved in international conflict. This effect should be more prominent in the post-Cold War period. The civilization factor should also interact with membership in
different Cold War blocs, border contiguity, regime type, and levels of modernization, magnifying or depressing the basic effects of these variables. To test these hypotheses, a logit specification with King & Zeng's solution for rareness of events is used on the Kosimo data. The Kosimo data allow for an extension of the empirical analysis from both a temporal and a substantive point of view. This study shows that state interactions across the civilizational divide are not more conflict prone. The first eight years of the post-Cold War era also fail to give support to Huntington's thesis. Moreover, while the civilization factor modifies the effects of border contiguity and regime type, this is not sufficient to generate conditions under which differences in civilizational heritage are associated with greater risks of conflict.


Reference Type: Edited Book  
Record Number: 152  
Editor: H. Christman  
Year: 1987  
Title: Essential Works of Lenin  
Place Published: New York  
Publisher: Dover Publishing  
Short Title: Essential Works of Lenin  
Keywords: international political economy communism socialism capitalism class conflict imperialism political theory Lenin

URL: [http://books.google.com/books?id=Qk_A74ZnjNMC&pg=PA177&dq=lenin+on+imperialism+the+highest+stage+of+capitalism&hl=en&sa=X&ei=OjQhUe_DMJSC8ASZn4C4Cw&sqi=2&ved=0CEoQ6AEwBA](http://books.google.com/books?id=Qk_A74ZnjNMC&pg=PA177&dq=lenin+on+imperialism+the+highest+stage+of+capitalism&hl=en&sa=X&ei=OjQhUe_DMJSC8ASZn4C4Cw&sqi=2&ved=0CEoQ6AEwBA)

Reference Type: Book  
Record Number: 54  
Author: P. Collier  
Year: 2007  
Title: The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries Are Failing And What Can Be Done About It  
Place Published: Oxford  
Publisher: Oxford University Press  
Short Title: The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries Are Failing And What Can Be Done About It  
Keywords: developing countries economic development international political economy official development aid

URL: [http://books.google.com/books?id=xyKlteKMNXUC&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+bottom+billion+collier&source=bl&ots=EKewYfHFUj&sig=PzDsOKyrCdFo75l7KsclzO8NLTA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=LyqMUNKIAYiirAHwsaDPCg&ved=0CDgQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=the%20bottom%20billion%20collier&f=false](http://books.google.com/books?id=xyKlteKMNXUC&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+bottom+billion+collier&source=bl&ots=EKewYfHFUj&sig=PzDsOKyrCdFo75l7KsclzO8NLTA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=LyqMUNKIAYiirAHwsaDPCg&ved=0CDgQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=the%20bottom%20billion%20collier&f=false)
Reference Type: Edited Book
Record Number: 106
Editor: K. Conca and G. Dabelko
Year: 2010
Title: Green Planet Blues: Four Decades of Global Environmental Politics
Place Published: Boulder
Publisher: Westview Press
Edition: 4th
Short Title: Green Planet Blues: Four Decades of Global Environmental Politics
Keywords: environmental movements climate change ozone layer epistemic communities international relations theory TNGO NGO
URL:
http://books.google.com/books?id=7fxhhLdYL0cC&printsec=frontcover&dq=green+planet+blues&hl=en&sa=X&ei=grkeUar8Iomy0QGbjoDIBQ&ved=0CDoQ6AEwAA

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 114
Author: R. Dahl
Year: 1971
Title: Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition
Place Published: New Haven
Publisher: Yale University Press
Short Title: Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition
Keywords: comparative politics democratization united states polarchy
URL:
http://books.google.com/books?id=JcKz2249PQcC&printsec=frontcover&dq=polyarchy+participation+and+opposition&hl=en&sa=X&ei=kcYeUfznE4up0AHwooH4Bw&ved=0CDwQ6AEwAA

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 126
Author: P. Diehl and G. Goertz
Year: 2000
Title: War and Peace in International Rivalry
Place Published: Ann Arbor
Publisher: University of Michigan Press
Pages: 15-65
Short Title: War and Peace in International Rivalry
Keywords: realism balance of power international law international relations theory militarized rivalries causes of war conflict theory correlates of war
URL:
http://books.google.com/books?id=jPDmHqism5sC&printsec=frontcover&dq=war+and+peace+in+international+rivalry&hl=en&sa=X&ei=L9MeUbK6I-
Keywords: United Nations peacekeeping international relations theory international law civil war theory Security Council
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=aiU--drvaxgC&printsec=frontcover&dq=making+war+and+building+peace&hl=en&sa=X&ei=6doeUbSJLKeB0AGbqlHqDA&ved=0CDAQ6AEwAA

Reference Type: Edited Book
Record Number: 153
Editor: J. Dunn and J. Locke
Year: 1995
Title: The Political Thought of John Locke: A Historical Account of the Argument of the Two Treatises of Government
Place Published: Cambridge
Publisher: Cambridge University Press
Short Title: The Political Thought of John Locke: A Historical Account of the Argument of the Two Treatises of Government
Keywords: liberalism liberal constitutionalism John Locke democratization political theory
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=nVkwx4GSfLoC&printsec=frontcover&dq=john+locke&hl=en&sa=X&ei=WzUhUcigMIGo8ASSmYHYDA&ved=0CFYQ6AEwBw

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 100
Author: E. Durkheim and K. Thompson
Year: 2004
Title: Readings from Emile Durkheim
Place Published: New York
Publisher: Routledge
Short Title: Readings from Emile Durkheim
Original Publication: 1984
Keywords: social movements economic history evolution of class labor movements sociology socialism political theory
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=mTj2KiOT5SYC&printsec=frontcover&dq=durkheim,+emile&source=bl&ots=pTX8rXUtLG&sig=8FeWLjilsdpQFsDgA-kQuWHNYN8&hl=en&sa=X&ei=scUMUITUNYW7rQHoi7W-Cg&ved=0CDwQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=durkheim%2C%20emile&f=false

Reference Type: Edited Book
Record Number: 112
Editor: P. Evans, D. Rueschemeyer and T. Skocpol
Year: 1985
Title: Bringing the State Back In
The argument contained in The End of History and the Last Man (New York, 1992) consists of an empirical part and a normative part: critics have confused the two and their proper relationship. The assertion that we have reached the "end of history" is not a statement about the empirical condition of the world, but a normative argument concerning the justice or adequacy of liberal democratic political institutions. The normative judgment is critically dependent on empirical evidence concerning, for example, the workability of capitalist and socialist economic systems, but ultimately rests on supra-empirical grounds. The empirical part queries whether there is something like the Hegelian-Marxist concept of History as a coherent, directional evolution of human societies taken as a whole. The answer to this is yes, and lies in the phenomenon of economic modernization based on the directional unfolding of modern natural science. The latter has unified mankind to an unprecedented degree, and gives us a basis for believing that there will be a gradual spread of democratic capitalist institutions over time. This empirical conclusion, however, does no more than give us hope that there is a progressive character to world history, and does not prove the normative case. The normative grounding of modern liberal democracy has indeed been put in jeopardy by the philosophical "crisis of modernity" inaugurated by Nietzsche and Heidegger. Contemporary postmodernist critiques of the possibility of such a grounding have not, however, adequately come to terms with the destructive consequences of their views for liberal democratic societies. This aporia, discussed most seriously in the Strauss-Kojève debate, is the central intellectual issue of our age.
Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 127
Author: J. L. Gaddis
Year: 1992
Title: The Long Peace: Inquiries into the History of the Cold War
Place Published: New York
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Short Title: The Long Peace: Inquiries into the History of the Cold War
Keywords: Cold War Soviet Union Truman Doctrine United States foreign policy deterrence theory
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=7ETeJIO1YUC&q=the+long+peace&dq=the+long+peace&hl=en&sa=X&ei=4tMeUeKzMu2D0QG_0oHQCA&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 55
Author: R. Gilpin
Year: 2001
Title: Global Political Economy: Understanding the International Economic Order
Place Published: Princeton
Publisher: Princeton University Press
Short Title: Global Political Economy: Understanding the International Economic Order
Keywords: international political economy economic nationalism international financial institutions monetary system hegemonic stability theory state capitalism neorealism neoclassical economics
URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=ynCNubUTdSMC&printsec=frontcover&q=international+political+economy+gilpin&source=bl&ots=aU6tAlMOc4&sig=Ilq6L5XIMduwtvmgNbzcxc4zlAI&hl=en&sa=X&ei=qYgMULDC9TjqQGRnSS0Cg&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=international%20political%20economy%20gilpin&f=false

Reference Type: Journal Article
Record Number: 121
Author: J. Gowa and E. D. Mansfield
Year: 1993
Title: Power Politics and International Trade
Journal: The American Political Science Review
Volume: 87
Issue: 2
Pages: 408-420
Short Title: Power Politics and International Trade
Keywords: international political economy game theory prisoners dilemma international relations theory international organization trade security studies

Abstract: Recent literature attributes the relative scarcity of open international markets to the prisoner's dilemma structure of state preferences with respect to trade. We argue that the prisoner's dilemma representation does not reflect the most critical aspect of free trade agreements in an anarchic international system, namely, their security externalities. We consider these external effects explicitly. Doing so leads us to two conclusions: (1) free trade is more likely within, rather than across, political-military alliances; and (2) alliances are more likely to evolve into free-trade coalitions if they are embedded in bipolar systems than in multipolar systems. Using data drawn from an 80-year period beginning in 1905, we test these hypotheses. The results of the analysis make it clear that alliances do have a direct, statistically significant, and large impact on bilateral trade flows and that this relationship is stronger in bipolar, rather than in multipolar, systems.
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Abstract: International organization as a field of study is where the action is. The analytical shifts
leading up to the current preoccupation with international regimes have been both progressive
and cumulative. And the field is pursuing its object of study in innovative ways that are bringing
it closer to the theoretical core of more general international relations work. As we point out,
however, the study of regimes as practiced today suffers from the fact that its epistemological
approaches contradict its basic ontological posture. Accordingly, more interpretive strains,
commensurate with the intersubjective basis of international regimes, should be included in the
prevailing epistemological approaches. In addition, as a result of its enthusiasm for the concept
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Abstract: The so-called theory of hegemonic stability is a research program composed of two distinct theories. Leadership theory builds upon public goods models and seeks to explain the production of the international economic infrastructure. The theory is extended here by identifying its necessary and sufficient conditions and explicating when leadership is likely to be benevolent or coercive. Hegemony theory, subsuming three independent analytic traditions, focuses on the different structurally derived trade policy preferences of states and attempts to explain international economic openness. The core logic of each variant and questions for future research are examined. Neither leadership nor hegemony theory has been tested adequately by existing empirical studies. While theorists have generally failed to present their arguments in an appropriate fashion, empiricists have not been sufficiently sensitive to variations in the theory
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